
May 24, 2022 

ADDENDUM #1 
 

NOTICE TO ALL BIDDERS FOR 
CITY OF WINCHESTER 

RFP 202211 
 

This Addendum forms a part of the Contract Documents and modifies the original bidding documents 
for RFP 202211.  Bidders shall acknowledge receipt of the Addendum in the space provided on the Bid 
Form and return a signed copy with your bid. 
 
This Addendum consists of 3 pages.  The following information shall modify and clarify the Contract 
Documents: 
 

Questions and Answers 
 
 

1. How will success be measured? By whom? And How often? 
 
KPI’s will typically include reach and where possible engagement of each advertising platform, 
STR lodging data, website traffic, and any platform specific data or tracking. The Tourism Board 
will review a quarterly performance report submitted by the Agency. 
 

2. Can you share your existing marketing plan? What's working? What's not working? 
 
Our existing and recently implemented marketing plans include various platforms/outlets 
including OTT, OOH, pre-roll and YouTube True View, digital streaming and OTA radio, OTA 
video in select markets, direct mail, email newsletter and digital ads based on established 
geofencing, geofarming, Amazon purchasing behavior, and Facebook and Instagram. All are 
working together, each are adjusted regularly based on performance. 
 

3. Is measurement/optimization and reporting part of this scope? 
 
Yes. 
 

4. You reference a budget of $150,000. Is this inclusive of photography/video and "adjustment of 
existing creative assets"? 
 
Yes. 
 

5. Can you define "adjust creative assets"? Based on research? 
 
Based on refreshing the existing Uncommon to the Core campaign, which has been very 
successful and is expanding into the local community and market. We wish to keep using this 
theme, but need new ads and creative to keep it fresh. 

 
 



6. Is this RFP for media services only? Or will strategic creative services be part of the scope? 
 
A strategic media plan is expected to be included. 
 

7. Can you provide your creative and media budget from 2021/22?  How much was spent on 
agency services? How much on media? 
 
The April 2021 – June 2022 cumulative budget was approximately $160,000, approximately 20% 
of which was dedicated to agency services and creative, the remainder being spent in media 
placement. 
 

8. Have you ever conducted an audience segmentation study?  Can you share results? 
 
We performed audience research through our agency last year and continue to refine and 
improve our target audience based on seasonality, geography, geofarming and fencing, 
consumer behavior trends and monthly data received through STR and Arrivalist. 
 

9. Who is the target demographic? 
 
That depends on the time of year and the specific sub-campaign. We currently have ads 
targeted at younger post-college couples, family travelers, and older or multi-gen travelers. 
 

10. On a scale of 1-5 (5 being the most aggressive), rate your desire to be pushed strategically? 
 
A10 5; we always wish to have a strong, comprehensive strategy behind all of our marketing 
efforts. 

 
 
 
Q11) Your RFP states on page 3, third paragraph: "The WFCCVB Tourism Board has allocated 
$150,000 for the 2023 fiscal year, to cover media placements during the months of July-
December, and April-June." 
 
Is this $150,000 budget an all-in number for this fiscal year? Meaning, is it intended to cover 
direct media placement only, or does it also include agency fees, asset collection, etc? 
 
A11 It should be considered all-in. Should revenues and budget increase throughout the FY23 fiscal year, 
additional funds may potentially be available for expanded marketing outlets/frequency/reach. 
 
 
12) Your RFP states on page 5, letter a: "Four (4) copies of the proposal and one (1) 
original electronic copy in .pdf format are to be submitted in a sealed envelope bearing 
the company name, mailing address, the RFP name, the RFP number, the date and the 
time due mailed or delivered to..." 
 
Our proposal will contain some interactive/ video elements. These elements operate perfectly 
via an electronic (PDF) response submission, but not at all via a printed submission. Can we 
include URL links to the interactive content via the printed versions of the proposal, with the 



caveat that whomever is reviewing the proposal would need to actually type that URL into a web 
browser to view the content?  
 
A12} Yes, that is fine. 
 
 
13) Your RFP states on page 5, letter e: "Limit your Proposal to a maximum of forty (40) 
total pages. Thirty pages shall include: ALL exhibits, resumes, letters, attachments, and 
enclosures. Dividers are allowed and will not count towards your forty pages.  
 
If thirty of the pages should include, "exhibits, resumes, letters, attachments, and 
enclosures." does this mean that we only have the additional 10 pages of the total 40, to 
actually respond to the remainder of the required proposal content, and include a Table of 
Contents? 
A13) Yes. 
 

 
This Addendum must be signed and returned to the Finance Department – Purchasing Division, 4thFloor 
Rouss City Hall, 15 North Cameron Street, Winchester, VA 22601 by 2:00 p.m. local time June 1, 2022 
with your BID. 
 
Receipt of Addendum #1 to RFP 202211 is acknowledged by my signature below: 
 
Company Name:  _____________________________________________________ 
 
Authorized Representative: _____________________________________________ 
 
Address:  ___________________________________________________________ 
 
Telephone:  ____________________________  
 
Email address: ________________________________ 

 
 


